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ABSTRACT
This paper designs rating systems aimed at incentivizing
users in UGC networks to produce content, thereby signif-
icantly improving the social welfare of such networks. We
explicitly consider that monitoring user’s production activ-
ities is imperfect. Such imperfect monitoring will lead to
undesired rating drop of users, thereby reducing the social
welfare of the network. The network topology constraint and
users’ heterogeneity further complicates the optimal rating
system design problem since users’ incentives are complexly
coupled. This paper determines optimal recommendation
strategies under a variety of monitoring scenarios. Our re-
sults suggest that, surprisingly, allowing a certain level of
freeriding behavior may lead to higher social welfare than
incentivizing all users to produce.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed the rapid growth of user-

generated content (UGC) networks where individuals estab-
lish connections with others to produce and share informa-
tion, content and resources (e.g. Facebook, Twitter). Users
obtain benefits from receiving the content produced by the
users with which they are connected and incur costs when
they produce content by themselves. (Fig. 1 provides an
illustration of a UGC network.) Whether a UGC network
can survive and thrive largely depends on the willingness
of its users to produce and share content with other users
within the network. However, it is observed in many studies
(e.g. [1]) that users prefer freeriding, i.e. passively consum-
ing content (e.g. by reading posts, watching videos shared
by others) from others while producing no content, over ac-
tively producing content.

In this paper, we design rating systems for incentivizing
users in a UGC network to produce and share content. The
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Figure 1: An illustrative UGC network.

rating system is implemented and operated by the service
or network administrator. Specifically, the administrator
selects a social strategy to users which recommends to users
levels of content production. For instance, a social strategy
may recommend to all its users to produce content or it
may recommend to only a subset of users to do so, while
allowing freeriding from the rest of users. Depending on
each user’s compliance to the recommended social strategy,
the rating of each user is updated over time (e.g. the rating
of a complying user is increased and the rating of a non-
compliant user is decreased). A key incentive for a user to
maintain a high rating is that a corresponding content access
level is imposed on users by the administrator depending
on their ratings. For instance, low-rated users may have
only limited access to the content produced by the users
with which they are connected. This limited content access
thus serves as a punishment device for the lurkers. We note
that this kind of rating scheme can be easily implemented
in most UGC networks. For example, on Facebook, a user
can receive only a portion of their friends’ wall posts.

We emphasize that monitoring is imperfect in practice and
as a result, rating update errors are inevitable. For exam-
ple, even though a user produced content, the system could
mistakenly determine the user was freeriding and hence, its
rating drops. This paper explicitly takes into consideration
of the imperfect monitoring when designing the rating sys-
tem. A distinguishing characteristic of UGC networks is
that users are heterogeneous in terms of different connec-
tivity and different benefits by receiving the same content.
The problem becomes even more subtle since users are con-
nected with others and hence, their incentives and resulting
decisions are coupled with other’s incentives and decisions.
Therefore, one rating system design may provide sufficient
incentives for some users to produce, but may not be suffi-
cient for other users and one user choosing to lurk may influ-
ence the behavior of the users that connect to it since their
benefits are also reduced due to this freeriding behavior.
Unlike existing works on rating system design (e.g. [2][3]),
our results show that a social strategy that recommends



all users cooperate (i.e. to produce content) is often not
optimal in the considered UGC networks where users are
heterogeneous and when the monitoring is imperfect. We
determine the condition on the monitoring accuracy when
such an intuitive strategy is optimal and then develop a low-
complexity algorithm that finds the optimal strategy within
finite iterations when these conditions are not satisfied. Our
results suggest that, surprisingly, allowing a certain level of
freeriding behavior may lead to higher social welfare than
incentivizing all users to produce. (Proofs available at [8].)

2. RELATED WORKS
The freeriding behavior of users has been observed in

many types of UGC networks (e.g. [1]). Numerous existing
incentive mechanisms rely on pricing mechanisms or repu-
tation mechanisms to incentivize cooperation in networks.
Pricing mechanisms are appropriate in many settings, but
they are not adequate incentive schemes for UGC networks
where much of the appeal is that the content is free. Much
of the existing work on reputation mechanisms focuses on
effective information gathering techniques (e.g. [4]) and em-
pirical studies (e.g. [5]). The few works providing theoreti-
cal results consider either one (or a few) long-lived seller(s)
interacting with many short-lived buyers [2] or anonymous
users interacting in a random matching scenario [3]. None
of these works consider the design of rating systems with
heterogeneous users interacting over a (given) topology.

There is a big economics literature that studies sustain-
ing cooperation among agents through reputation mecha-
nisms. The seminar works (e.g. [6]) study social norms
in a random matching setting and show that cooperation
can be sustained via threats of contagions of bad behavior.
Cooperation in settings where agent interact on network-
s is studied. The most related work probably is [7]. This
work shows heterogeneity may preclude cooperative behav-
ior as agents’ preferences in terms of discounting can be very
diverse. Therefore, partitioning a group into more homo-
geneous subgroups can enable cooperative behavior which
might not be feasible otherwise. However, as opposed to our
paper, they assume that agents are a prior identical when
the neighborhood planner is choosing a neighborhood de-
sign. Moreover, the planner has much more power than ours
- it determines which agent can interact with which agent.
In our setting, agents are connected over an exogenously de-
termined topology and therefore, the administrator’s design
is subjected to the topology.

3. SYSTEM MODEL
3.1 The Content Production Game

We consider a set N = {1, 2, ..., N} of users in a network
connected according to a directed topology matrix G with
gi,j = 1 if there is a directed link from user i to user j
and gi,j = 0 otherwise. Note our model is general enough
to include the undirected connection relationship of users.
We assume that this underlying topology is predetermined
for the following analysis and we do not consider the net-
work formation process. Time is discrete. In each period,
users can decide whether or not to produce content which
is valuable to users who connect to them. Denote the ac-
tion space of the user by A = {0, 1} where a = 1 stands
for “produce” and a = 0 stands for “freeride” (not pro-
duce). Denote bi,j ∈ R as the benefit that user i obtains
by receiving the content produced by user j. Furthermore,

we denote bini (N ) =
∑

j:gi,j=1

bi,j and bouti (N ) =
∑

j:gi,j=1

bj,i.

Therefore bini (N ) is the maximum aggregate benefit that
user i can obtain from its connected users’ content produc-
tion and bouti (N ) is the maximum aggregate benefit that the
connected users can obtain from user i’s content production.
Producing content is costly and we denote ci > 0 as the cost
for user i to produce content. We assume that freeriding in-
curs no cost and ci < max{bini (N ), bouti (N )}, ∀i ∈ N . This
assumption states that that the cost for user i to produce
content is smaller than (1) the benefit that it can possibly
obtain from its connected users if all of them produce con-
tent and (2) the benefit that it can provide to users that
connect with it if user i produces content. It indicates that
the socially optimal actions are that all users produce con-
tent all the time (if there is no incentives involved). Howev-
er, since producing only incurs a cost but no direct benefit
without an incentive mechanism being deployed, all users
will choose to freeride to maximize their own utilities. Fi-
nally, since users are long-lived in the network, we assume
that users discount the next period benefits and costs with
a discount rate δ ∈ (0, 1].

3.2 The Rating System
The objective of the network administrator is to design

incentive mechanisms to provide users with incentives to
produce content in order to maximize the social welfare (de-
fined as the sum of average utilities of all users in the net-
work). The “first-best” social welfare is achieved when all
users produce content, i.e. Ufirst−best =

∑
i∈N

(bini (N )− ci).

In this paper, we design a simple but practical rating sys-
tem aiming to maximize the social welfare of the UGC net-
work. The rating system has a binary rating set Θ = {0, 1}
where θ = 0 (1) represents the low (high) rating. User-
s with different ratings have different access levels to oth-
ers’ produced content. User i with a rating θ is able to
access its connected users’ produced content with proba-
bility pθ,i which is designed and implemented by the net-
work administrator. In general, there are two cases regard-
ing the constraints on these probabilities: (1) discrimina-
tive policies where pθ,i may be different from pθ,j for users
j �= i even though they have the same rating and (2) non-
discriminative policies where these access probabilities on-
ly depend on users’ ratings. Due to the space limitation,
this paper only presents the analysis for non-discriminative
policies which we consider to be more common in practical
implementation.

The administrator recommends different actions for differ-
ent users. The recommendation is a mapping σ : N → AN .
Since A is a binary space, a recommendation partitions the
user set into two complementary subsets P and P̄. Only
users in P are recommended to produce content. Therefore,
we conveniently write a recommendation as σP . We call σN
the “all users produce” recommendation and all the others
“part of users produce” recommendations.

The rating update rule, which is executed at the end of
each period, decides how the ratings of the users should be
updated according to their content production actions. The
rating update rule is a mapping φ : Θ × A → [0, 1] where
φ(θ, a) is the probability that the next period rating is θ if
the current production action is a. In particular, we consider
the following simple update rule. Suppose the recommenda-
tion is σP : For user i ∈ P, φ(1, 1) = 1 − ε, φ(0, 1) = ε,



φ(1, 0) = 0, φ(0, 0) = 1; For user i ∈ P̄, φ(1, ·) = 1,
φ(0, ·) = 0. In words, if a user is not recommended to
produce, then its rating is constantly high. Therefore, it
is always in their self-interest for these users to freeride. If
a user is recommended to produce, then the rating update
depends on the monitored production outcome. The user
will receive a high rating if it follows the recommendation
(i.e. produce) and will receive a low rating otherwise. How-
ever, since monitoring users’ production behavior is imper-
fect, there is some error probability ε such that even though
the user produced content, the monitoring result is negative
and hence, its next period rating is updated to low.

4. OPTIMAL RATING SYSTEM DESIGN

4.1 Optimal Access Probabilities for a Given
Recommendation

We first study the optimal rating system design for a given
recommendation strategy σP . Therefore, the only design pa-
rameters are two content access levels p0,i = p0, p1,i = p1, ∀i
in the non-discriminative policy case. Denote bini (P) =∑
j:gi,j=1,j∈P

bi,j and bouti (P) =
∑

j:gi,j=1,j∈P
bj,i.

Since users are long-lived in the network, they care about
their long-term utilities. For a user i ∈ P who complies with
the recommendation, its long-term utility is as follows if all
other users follow the recommendation,

U∞
i (θ) = (pθb

in
i (P)− ci) + δ[(1− ε)U∞

i (1) + εU∞
i (0)].

The long-term utility if the user unilaterally deviates from
the recommendation is

Ũ∞
i (θ) = pθb

in
i (P) + δU∞

i (0).

Using the one-shot deviation principle in the repeated
games theory, incentive-compatibility requires

U∞
i (1)− U∞

i (0) ≥ ci
(1− ε)δ

, ∀i ∈ P. (1)

The optimal content access probabilities are those that
achieve equality in (1). We define γ(P) = min

i∈P
bini (P)/ci as

the critical benefit-to-cost-ratio (BCR) for a subset P.

Theorem 1. For a given σP , an IC rating system can be
constructed if and only if γ(P) ≥ 1

(1−ε)δ
and the optimal con-

tent access probabilities are p∗1 = 1, p∗0(P) = 1− 1
(1−ε)δγ(P)

.

Theorem 1 has two implications. First, in order to de-
sign an IC rating system, the BCR of the users should be
larger than a threshold. Second, it is always optimal to pro-
vide high-rated users with the highest content access level
(i.e. p1 = 1). However, the optimal access level for low-
rated users depends on the system parameters as well as
the recommendation-dependent critical BCRs. The optimal
value of p0 in fact represents the tradeoff between incentive-
compatibility and the social welfare. If p0 > p∗0(P), then the
rating system is not IC and there is at least one user who
does not follow the recommendation. If p0 < p∗0(P), then
the social welfare is lower since users will obtain less benefit
due to a lower access level to content when they drop to low
ratings. Using the optimal content access levels, the optimal
social welfare given σP is

U∗(σP) =
(
1− ε

(1− ε)δγ(P)

)∑
i∈P

bini (P)+
∑
i∈P̄

bini (P)−
∑
i∈P

ci

4.2 Optimality of the “All Users Produce” Rec-
ommendation

The recommendation strategy space is huge. For a net-
work with N users, the cardinality of this space is 2N . In-
tuitively, the optimal recommendation should be the “all
users produce” recommendation. If this intuition was cor-
rect, then the administrator could simply recommend σN
and design the corresponding optimal access levels. This
can significantly reduce the complexity of solving the rat-
ing system design problem. Therefore, it is important to
understand when this recommendation is indeed optimal.

Theorem 2. If the monitoring error probability is suffi-
ciently small, i.e.

ε ≤ min

{
1− 1

δγ(N )
, εα =

α

1 + α

}
(2)

where

α =
min
i∈N

(bouti (N )− ci)δγ(N )∑
i∈N

bouti (N )
(3)

then the “all users produce” recommendation is optimal.

The following corollary is immediately obtained.

Corollary 1. As ε → 0, U∗(σN ) → Ufirst−best.

4.3 Optimal Recommendation
The question remains when the monitoring error is larger.

In the following, we show that for a wide range of monitoring
errors we can construct the optimal recommendation using
a very simple method. In particular, we relax the error
probability range to be εα < ε < εβ , where εβ = β

1+β
and

β = min
P,Q

{

∑
i∈P−Q

(bouti (N )− ci)

∑
i∈P

bini (P)− ∑
i∈Q

bini (Q)
δγ(N ) where (4)

P ⊆ N ,Q ⊆ P and
∑
i∈P

bini (P)−
∑
i∈Q

bini (Q) > 0}. (5)

Note that (1) β ≥ α and (2) β is much larger than α
in most scenarios. Under this assumption, we establish the
following important lemma.

Lemma 1. Suppose ε ≤ εβ. If two recommendations σP
and σQ satisfy Q ⊂ P, γ(P) ≥ γ(Q) and γ(P) ≥ γ(N ),
then the social welfare satisfies U∗(σP) ≥ U∗(σQ).

The above lemma indicates that a recommendation σP is
better (i.e. it leads to higher social welfare) than another
recommendation σQ, if certain simple conditions hold. Note
that the P = N satisfies γ(P) ≥ γ(N ) and therefore, we
have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Suppose ε ≤ min{1 − 1
δγ(N )

, εβ}. If any

“part of users produce” recommendation that has a lower
critical BCR than the “all users produce” recommendation,
then the ”all users produce” recommendation is optimal.

Theorem 3 is theoretically important but not very use-
ful in practice. For one reason, applying Theorem 3 involves
solving the BCRs for all possible recommendation strategies.
This requires almost the same computational complexity as
performing an exhaustive search. Moreover, if the condition
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Figure 2: An Example Network.

in Theorem 3 does not hold, we are still not able to know
which recommendation is optimal. Fortunately, using Lem-
ma, we can construct a simple and efficient algorithm to
find the optimal recommendation. We call it the “Iterative
Deletion (ID)” algorithm and present it in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Iterative Deletion (ID) Algorithm

Input: N , G, bi,j , ∀i, j and ci, ∀i.
Output: Optimal σ∗ and p∗0.
Set P = N
repeat

Compute γ(P)
if γ(P) > γ(N )

Compute U∗(σP)
end
Find i := argmin

i∈P
bini (P)/ci

Update P by deleting i from P
until P = ∅
The optimal σ∗ and p∗0 are those associated with the
maximum U∗(σP) and γ(P∗) ≥ 1

(1−ε)δ
in the above

iterative process.

The key idea of this algorithm is that in each iteration,
we construct a subset P (so the recommendation is σP) by
deleting the user who has the critical BCR from the subset
obtained in the last iteration. In this way, we hope to use
a higher access level p0 for low-rated users. The optimal
recommendation is proven (in Theorem 4) to be among those
emerging on the iterative path.

Theorem 4. Suppose ε ≤ εβ. The ID algorithm finds the
optimal recommendation in exactly N iterations.

5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
In this section, we provide an example to illustrate the im-

portance of determining the optimal recommendation and
how the ID algorithm works. Consider a network with N =
6 users on the topology shown in Fig. 2. For illustrative
purpose, we assume that the costs for all users are the same
ci = 1, ∀i ∈ N and the benefits between two connected users
are symmetric, i.e. bi,j = bj,i. The exact values of the bene-
fits are shown on the edges in the figure. The discount factor
is taken to be δ = 0.9. Thus, we can compute εα = 0.02 and
εβ = 0.31. The first-best social welfare is Ufirst−best = 84.
We perform the ID algorithm for monitoring error probabil-
ity being ε = 0.1 and ε = 0.3.
The partitions emerging on the algorithm path and their

corresponding optimal social welfare for ε = 0.1 and ε = 0.3
are reported in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. The parti-
tions emerging on the algorithm path are the same for both
cases since the deletion process does not depend on ε. How-
ever, the optimal social welfare is different and hence, the
optimal recommendations are also different. For ε = 0.1, the
optimal recommendation is P = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. For ε = 0.3,
the optimal recommendation is P = {3, 4, 5, 6}. As we see,
when the monitoring error probability is large, the optimal

t User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 *( )U � )  IC 
1 2  5 15 25 22 21 78.44 Yes 
2 -- 3  15 25 22 21 79.446 Yes 
3 -- -- 14  23 22 21 78.29 Yes 
4 -- -- -- 17 14  21 64.54 Yes 
5 -- -- -- 12  -- 12 43.75 Yes 
6 -- -- -- -- -- 0  0 - 

Table 1: Partitions and social welfare emerging on
the algorithm path for ε = 0.1.

t User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 *( )U � )  IC 
1 2  5 15 25 22 21 62.57 Yes 
2 -- 3  15 25 22 21 69.35 Yes 
3 -- -- 14  23 22 21 76.28  Yes 
4 -- -- -- 17 14  21 63.23 Yes 
5 -- -- -- 12  -- 12 43.04 Yes 
6 -- -- -- -- -- 0  0 - 

Table 2: Partitions and social welfare emerging on
the algorithm path for ε = 0.3.

“part of users produce” recommendation significantly out-
performs the simple “all users produce” recommendation
(22% improvement when ε = 0.3 in this example). There-
fore, it is of great importance for the network administrator
to determine the optimal recommended strategy according
to the accuracy of the monitoring technology.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied how to design rating systems

aimed at maximizing the social welfare of UGC networks.
We showed that it is possible to exploit the ongoing na-
ture of users’ interactions to design rating systems to incen-
tivize users to actively participate in content production.
Our analysis showed that the imperfect monitoring and the
user’s heterogeneity in terms of both their content valuation
and specific connectivity strongly influence the users’ self-
interested decisions and incentives. Surprisingly, in some
scenarios, allowing a certain level of freeriding behavior in
the UGC networks can achieve higher social welfare than
incentivizing all users to produce content. This significantly
differs from existing works in which incentivizing all users
to cooperate is always optimal.
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